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Thucydides is the most deceitful of ancient writers. That is an alarming claim, because he is 

our leading source for the history of classical Athens. He is one of the earliest Greek 

historians, and one of the founders of what we call history. The title 'father of history' is 

usually given to Herodotus, who deals with events down to the great Persian invasion of 480 

B.C. but wrote in the 440s or 430s. Thucydides lived as an adult through the Peloponnesian 

War between Athens and Sparta (431-404 B.C.), which forms the subject of his work. 

Because of his widespread and not always beneficial influence, he perhaps deserves the title 

'godfather of history'. 

 

We tend to read Thucydides at face value, and he matches our popular image of the ideal 

historian (an image, incidentally, which is largely based on nineteenth-century readings of 

Thucydides himself). First impressions are of somebody who offers political and military 

narrative rather than social analysis. He has a passionate interest in chronology, to the 

extent that he invents his own dating-system for the twenty-seven summers (ie. 

campaigning seasons) and winters of the war. Above all, he insists from the outset that he is 

writing fact rather than opinion. 

 

Thucydides rarely appears in the first person. His historical methods (eye-witnesses, 

speeches) receive important but brief discussion at the end of the preface and a few 

autobiographical details are given in the so-called second preface in book 5. The body of the 

text, however, contains virtually no references to himself or his opinions. Despite his general 

remarks about using eye-witnesses, he never tells us which of his statements depend on 

which informants, and why he has chosen to believe them. There are few admissions of 

uncertainty in Thucydides. 

 

Pericles the democrat? 

 

At first sight, then, Thucydides matches our image of the ideal historian: factual, unbiased, 

and reliable. When we probe the surface of the text, things become less clear. Take for 

instance Thucydides' portrait of the Athenian general and politician Pericles, who is active 

both in the run-up to the war (throughout book 1), and in the first couple of years of the war 

itself (book 2). Thucydides has him deliver three important speeches: two on Athenian 

policy, and the third the so-called funeral speech, honouring those who died during the first 



year of the war. For many readers, this third speech sums up the high cultural ideals of what 

has become known as Periclean democracy. 

 

Pericles died in 429 B.C. and receives a unique send-off: 'What was nominally a democracy 

became in his hands government by the first citizen (i.e. Pericles himself). With his 

successors it was different. More on a level with each other, and each grasping at 

supremacy, they ended by committing even the conduct of state affairs to the whims of the 

multitude' (2.65). 

 

This is an odd eulogy. For one thing, Thucydides himself promptly repudiates it: he admits 

that his chosen illustration, the disastrous expedition to Sicily in 415-413 B.C. does not 

support the claim that rivalry between democratic politicians after Pericles was the reason 

why Athens lost the Peloponnesian War. Moreover, political competitiveness is an essential 

feature of democracy, because democracy without alternative leadership becomes 

dictatorship. What makes Pericles such a hero is presumably the fact that he died when 

Thucydides was a young man, so that he becomes a nostalgic stick with which to beat later 

politicians like Cleon. Democracy, for Thucydides, seems to be a good thing provided the 

common people do not have real control of affairs. 

 

The custom of Naxos 

 

One of the most puzzling sections of Thucydides' history comes in book 1. The whole of this 

book serves as an introduction, to explain the background to the outbreak of war at the 

start of book 2. But embedded within book 1 is a summary account of the growth of 

Athenian imperialism between the defeat of the Persian invasion of 480 and the run-up to 

the war of 431: since the interval is very nearly half a century, it is commonly referred to as 

the pentêkontaëtia ('fifty-year period'). 

 

Thucydides' pentêkontaëtia account is very brief, covering about 16 pages in modern 

editions. It does not pretend to tell a complete story of the period, and even as a treatment 

of Athenian foreign policy there are major gaps. What is significant, however, is the terms in 

which events are reported. Given that Thucydides rarely makes his own views explicit, it is 

hardly surprising that scholars still argue about whether he thought Athenian imperialism 

was a good or a bad thing. But the one-sided way in which he describes events like the 

secession of Naxos is revealing. 

 

Naxos was an island which formed part of the confederacy of subject-allies under Athenian 

control for much of the fifth century. Modern scholars often call this the 'Delian League' or 

the 'Athenian Empire'. During the early 460s, Naxos became the first allied state to try to 

leave the confederacy. Thucydides, our only source, says that 'Naxos revolted and was 



reduced by siege. This was the first allied city to be enslaved contrary to custom' (1.98). He 

goes on to generalise about later revolts. 

 

If rhetoric is the manipulation of ambiguous words, then this is a highly rhetorical passage. If 

Naxos was simply forced to remain in the alliance, it seems far-fetched to describe its fate as 

'enslavement". Thucydides offers no details of any penal measures imposed on Naxos by the 

Athenians after crushing the revolt – in sharp contrast to the next secession, that of Thasos 

in the late 460s, which (he says) was severely punished. Even more outrageous is the phrase 

'contrary to custom'. There have been attempts to explain this away: the Penguin translator, 

for example, takes it to imply a breach of the original terms of the confederacy, but that is 

not what Thucydides says. Since this was the first attempted secession, there were by 

definition no precedents for the situation: so how can the Athenian action be described as 

'contrary to custom'? 

 

Past and present in history 

 

The most striking feature of the Naxos passage is that we cannot precisely date it. Indeed, 

we have no firm dates for the events in the pentêkontaëtia, because Thucydides refuses to 

give us any. 

 

There are some historians in antiquity – Herodotus, for instance – from whom a lack of 

dates would not be surprising. But Thucydides, as we have seen, is a date-fetishist. He 

introduces his pentêkontaëtia account by complaining of the inadequate dates offered by 

the local historian Hellanicus, who was the only previous writer to have covered the period. 

Moreover, there are indications within the text that Thucydides knew in detail the dates of 

at least some events during this period: for instance, he states that there was a gap of 

exactly sixty-two days between the battles of Tanagra and Oenophyta (probably in 457 B.C., 

but that is not something he tells us). 

 

Why are there no dates in the pentêkontaëtia? It is hard to escape the conclusion that 

Thucydides has not simply left them out, but has deliberately suppressed them (to our great 

loss, because we cannot now construct a precise chronology for the period). The reason, 

presumably, has to do with the view of history outlined at the start of the book, where 

Thucydides insists that 'events of remote antiquity, and even those that more immediately 

precede the war, could not from lapse of time be clearly ascertained'. 

 

Thucydides, like his predecessor Herodotus. does not regard written texts as reliable 

historical sources. This should not surprise us, because they had no way of distinguishing 

genuine from forged documents, and fifth-century Athens was very much an oral culture. 

Unlike Herodotus, however, Thucydides also distrusts oral traditions that have been passed 

down from one generation to the next. Only an eye-witness can provide Thucydides with 



reliable evidence, because second-hand informants cannot usefully be cross-questioned. 

The result is that history becomes the science of the present and not of the past: the only 

possible subject for a historian like Thucydides is what has occurred during the adult lifetime 

of himself or of his informants. 

 

How many Peloponnesian Wars? 

 

Thucydides invented his subject. What we call the Peloponnesian War comprises two spells 

of fighting, each of approximately ten years (the so-called Archidamian War of 431-422 and 

the Ionian or Decelian War of 413-404), separated by a period of uneasy peace. But the 

Archidamian War followed another short-lived peace, and before that there had been an 

earlier period of fighting between the same combatants from around 460 to 445 B.C. 

Scholars sometimes call this the 'First Peloponnesian War', but the name has never really 

caught on. If Thucydides had never existed, we would naturally have assumed either that 

there were three Peloponnesian Wars, or that there was one war in three phases. 

Thucydides however insisted that the second and third wars (but not the first) formed a 

single event, and everybody has followed him without question. 

 

Why does Thucydides believe that the war from 431 to 404 formed a single event? He insists 

in the second preface that the peace terms of 421 were never fully effective, but that is 

hardly a conclusive argument; in the main preface, in book 1, he does not even bother to 

justify himself. 

 

There may however be a hidden motive. History begins with epic, and Thucydides' obvious 

competitors are not simply Herodotus' account of the wars between Greeks and Persians, 

but also Homer's Iliad and the story of the Trojan War. Thucydides devotes virtually his 

whole preface to a survey of earlier Greek history, designed to show that previous wars 

could not have taken place on the scale of today's ones, because the resources had been 

lacking. In it, he manages to argue both that the Trojan War must have been small in scale 

because it lasted a long time, and that the great Persian invasion was unimportant because 

it did not. 

 

This special pleading has a clear purpose. To justify his choice of subject according to the 

values of epic, Thucydides must show that his war rivals all earlier wars in glory and scale; 

and obviously a war that lasts twenty-seven years is more impressive than one (or two) 

lasting only ten. 

 

But if history is what happens in a writer's adult lifetime – and Thucydides seems to have 

been a fairly young man in 431 – then any previous event is pre-historic. The pentêkontaëtia 

can have no dates because everything before 431 is a matter for guesswork rather than for 

knowledge. And because the war of c. 460-445 is too early to be a fit subject for history, it 



cannot be part of the real Peloponnesian War. We like to think that things happen and 

historians describe them; by inventing the Peloponnesian War Thucydides shows us that it is 

not quite as simple as that. 
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